In this paper we introduce an abstract algebra for reasoning about concurrent programs, that includes an abstract algebra of atomic steps, with sub-algebras of program and environment steps, and an abstract synchronisation operator. We show how the abstract synchronisation operator can be instantiated as a synchronous parallel operator with interpretations in rely-guarantee concurrency for shared-memory systems, and in process algebras CCS and CSP. It is also instantiated as a weak conjunction operator, an operator that is useful for the specification of rely and guarantee conditions in rely/guarantee concurrency. The main differences between the parallel and weak conjunction instantiations of the synchronisation operator are how they combine individual atomic steps. Lemmas common to these different instantiations are proved once using the axiomatisation of the abstract synchronous operator. Using the sub-algebras of program and environment atomic steps, rely and guarantee conditions, as well as Morgan-style specification commands, are defined at a high-level of abstraction in the program algebra. Lifting these concepts from rely/guarantee concurrency to a higher level of abstraction makes them more widely applicable. We demonstrate the practicality of the algebra by showing how a core law from rely-guarantee theory, the parallel introduction law, can be abstracted and verified easily in the algebra. In addition to proving fundamental properties for reasoning about concurrent shared-variable programs, the algebra is instantiated to prove abstract process synchronisation properties familiar from the process algebras CCS and CSP. The algebra has been encoded in Isabelle/HOL to provide a basis for tool support for concurrent program verification based on the rely/guarantee technique. It facilitates simpler, more general, proofs that allow a higher level of automation than what is possible in low-level, model-specific interpretations.
Rely/guarantee concurrency. To handle the semantics of rely/guarantee concurrency for shared memory systems Aczel [Acz83, dR01] invented traces that include both program steps π (σ, σ ) and environment steps (σ, σ ), where the steps are pairs of states labeled as either program or environment steps, the state space contains the values of the program variables, and σ and σ are the before and after states of the steps. The environment steps of a process record the interference from its environment. In Aczel's model a parallel composition c d synchronises a program step π (σ, σ ) of c with an environment step (σ, σ ) of d to give a program step π (σ, σ ) of c d. It also synchronises a common environment step (σ, σ ) of both c and d to give an environment step (σ, σ ) of c d. Hence Aczel's shared memory model, like Milner's SCCS, also treats parallel composition as a synchronising operator.
Abstracting synchronous operators. In our previous work on an algebra of synchronous atomic steps [HCM + 16], our motivation was to provide an algebra that supported rely/guarantee concurrency and Aczel's synchronous model of the parallel operator. It was only after we developed the algebra that we realised that it was related to Milner's SCCS and hence also to Prisacariu's Synchronous Kleene Algebra (SKA) [Pri10] . Our previous research on rely/guarantee concurrency [HJC14, JHC15, Hay16] also made use of a weak conjunction operator (explained in more detail in Sect. 5) that is also a synchronous operator with properties similar to the parallel operator. One of the contributions of this paper is to devise an abstract algebra for such synchronous operators.
Perhaps the most important concept for abstracting synchronous operators is that the algebra for synchronising the individual atomic steps can be treated separately to the algebra for the wider context that supports sequences of atomic steps. For Milner's SCCS, the (atomic) events form a commutative group with an operator × [Mil89, Sect. 9.3]. He used a prefixing operator a.c to prefix an event a onto a process c, and his parallel operator satisfies the interchange law,
where a and b are events and c and d are processes. Our approach differs in that we embed atomic commands (corresponding to Milner's events) as a distinguished subset of commands and thus make use of the same parallel operator to combine them (rather than introducing a new operator ×). In addition, prefixing becomes a special case of sequential composition for which the first command is atomic. Milner's interchange law (1) becomes,
where it should be emphasised that this law only provides an equality if a and b are atomic commands. One of the advantages of treating atomic steps as a subset of commands is that all of the operators on commands may be applied to atomic commands. In particular, because commands form a lattice under the refinement ordering, the lattice meet and join operators can be applied to atomic commands. In fact, atomic commands form a sub-lattice of commands. It also turns out to be useful to add a complement operator on atomic commands, which means they form a Boolean algebra (see Sect. 2.3).
Synchronous refinement algebra 135 The main differences between the different forms of synchronous operators (e.g. the different parallel operators in the different languages and weak conjunction) is how they are defined on atomic steps but otherwise these operators satisfy a range of similar laws and hence, to avoid duplicating these laws and their proofs, it is advantageous to consider an algebra for an abstract synchronisation operator ⊗, which we latter instantiate for each synchronous operator. The operator ⊗ is associative, commutative and has identity Id, and atomic-step identity 1. It has lower precedence than sequential composition.
The abstract synchronisation operator c ⊗ d synchronises the commands c and d by synchronising the atomic steps of c and d. At this level of abstraction the definition of a ⊗ b for atomic steps a and b is left open because it differs for the different instantiations of the synchronisation operator (e.g., parallel composition and weak conjunction). In fact, the definition of a ⊗ b on atomic commands for each instantiation largely defines the respective operation. Given that the command nil is the null command, i.e. the identity of sequential composition, ⊗ satisfies,
(3) nil ⊗ nil nil (4) a;c ⊗ nil (5) where is the top of the refinement lattice and represents the everywhere infeasible command (sometimes referred to as "magic"). For example, the above laws hold with ⊗ instantiated with , so that (3) corresponds to (2). The other laws codify that two null commands synchronise to give null (4) and that a null command cannot synchronise with a command that performs at least one atomic step-their combination is infeasible (5).
Distinguishing program and environment steps. Motivated by Aczel's model [Acz83] , when dealing with a parallel operator, it is useful to consider two subsets of atomic commands: one corresponding to program steps and the other corresponding to environment steps. For a given parallel operator, , its atomic-step identity, , synchronises under parallel with any other atomic step, and so it can be regarded as any possible step taken by the environment of the program. Likewise, the Boolean complement of can be regarded as any possible step taken by the program itself. Atomic step , and the steps that refine it, form the Boolean sub-algebra of environment atomic steps, and its complement, and those that refine it, form the Boolean sub-algebra of atomic program steps (Sect. 6). The ability to distinguish program and environment steps is used to build our rely/guarantee theory in a modelindependent way in Sect. 7. It is also used to specify how atomic steps synchronise under parallel composition in different model interpretations-Aczel's model in Sect. 8, and both CCS an CSP-style concurrency in Sect. 9. The key differences in these models are how program atomic steps synchronise with each-other. For example, in Aczel's shared memory model, in which parallel composition is defined as the interleaving of steps, program steps do not synchronise at all with each other (their composition is infeasible); whereas in CSP-style concurrency, the execution of an event is a program step, and program steps corresponding to the same events can synchronise.
Contributions. This paper builds on the work in [HCM + 16], which introduced an algebra of atomic steps with a synchronous parallel operator on atomic steps for reasoning about concurrent programs. This paper extends that work with the following contributions, which have also been incorporated into an encoding of the theory in Isabelle/HOL [NPW02] .
• A new abstract synchronisation operator ⊗ is introduced in Sect. 3. It abstracts the common properties of synchronisation operators like parallel ( ) and weak conjunction ( ) so proofs of their common properties only need to be done once (see Sect. 4). Sect. 5 gives the instantiations of the abstract synchronisation operator to both parallel and weak conjunction. The abstract operator also abstracts Milner's parallel from SCCS as well as synchronous encodings of parallel from CCS and CSP. • The algebra of atomic steps from [HCM + 16] is retained (Sect. 2.3) but rather than go directly to a relational instantiation of it, sub-algebras of program and environment steps are first defined abstractly in Sect. 6. The abstract algebra is then more widely applicable. • For the application to rely-guarantee concurrency, an abstract-algebraic interpretation of a Morgan-style specification command has been defined in terms of tests and abstract atomic steps in Sect. 7.3; and guarantee and rely commands are now defined in the more abstract algebra in Sections 7.4 and 7.5 using the abstract subalgebras of program and environment atomic steps. This has the effect that the majority of the rely-guarantee theory can be developed at a more abstract and hence more widely applicable level. For example, as well as a guarantee being used for shared memory concurrency, it can be used with process algebras (Sect. 9). Proofs of the basic properties of specifications, relies and guarantees are now performed at a more abstract level in Sect. 7. • An abstract parallel introduction law and its proof has been included (Sect. 8); this is a core law from relyguarantee theory and non-trivial to prove in a semantic model; hence it is useful to have a simpler abstract algebraic proof of it.
The application to the process algebra domain has been modified and extended by building on some shared concurrency concepts such as guarantees and providing a more complete definition of CSP-style communication.
We have provided proofs of some of the fundamental theorems that underlie communication mechanisms in CSP and CCS and show how the two are related to each other and with the imperative domain.
Overview of paper. Sect. 2 introduces a demonic refinement algebra (DRA) that includes a sub-algebra of tests (Sect. 2.2), and a sub-algebra of atomic steps (Sect. 2.3). Sect. 3 extends this with our abstract synchronisation operator (⊗) along with a range of laws applicable at this level of abstraction, in particular, those involving iterations of atomic steps (see Sect. 4). Sect. 5 then develops two instantiations of the abstract synchronisation operator as a synchronous parallel operator and as weak conjunction. Sect. 6 examines introducing sub-algebras of program and environment steps and using them as a basis for all atomic commands. Sect. 7 develops abstract specification, rely and guarantee commands that can be used to specify rely/guarantee quintuples. Sect. 8 provides an interpretation of these abstract commands to support rely-guarantee reasoning about shared memory concurrency. Sect. 9 provides an interpretation of the algebra that provides process-algebraic abstract communication via events. We show how the binary synchronisation of CCS and the multi-way synchronisation of CSP are defined in the abstract algebra. We also sketch a simple interpretation of the algebra that combines both state-based and event-based communication. Sect. 10 considers related work.
Demonic refinement algebra
The basis for our program algebra is similar to von Wright's Demonic Refinement Algebra (DRA) [vW04] , which is designed to support algebraic reasoning in a refinement calculus style [Bac81, BvW98, Mor94, Mor87]. We define the following structure.
(C, , , ;, nil)
where the carrier set C is the set of commands containing distinguished element nil, the identity of the sequential composition operator, ";". Both the nondeterministic choice, , and conjunction, , operators take sets of commands and return a command. We use the notation c d to stand for {c, d} and c d for {c, d}. Unary operators have higher precedence than all binary operators. Sequential composition has higher precedence than all other binary operators and non-deterministic choice has lower precedence than all other operators, but otherwise we make no assumptions about precedence. Commands form a complete distributive lattice (C, , , ⊥, ) with nondeterministic choice as the lattice meet (c d), and conjunction of commands as the lattice join (c d). The top of the lattice ∅ is the infeasible command (called "magic" in the refinement calculus) and the bottom of the lattice ⊥ ∅ is the command that aborts. The partial order defined on commands is the refinement relation c d meaning c is refined (or implemented by) d. For any commands c, d ∈ C, c d (c d) c, and hence ⊥ c . We refer to this as the refinement lattice (see Fig. 1 ). Note that because DRA is a refinement algebra it uses as its partial order instead of Kozen's ≥ and hence our lattice of commands is the dual of Kozen's lattice for Kleene Algebra with Tests (KAT) [Koz97] , i.e., in DRA matches in KAT, and in DRA matches in KAT. Given commands form a complete lattice, for any monotone function least/greatest fixed points are well defined. In particular, fixed points are used to define iteration operators below.
The axioms for sequential composition are given in Fig. 2 . Sequential composition of commands (c ; d) is associative (6) and has identity nil (7). The least command, ⊥, is a left (but not right) annihilator (8), and sequential composition distributes over arbitrary choices from the right (9), hence is also an annihilator from the left, i.e. ;c . Sequential composition distributes over non-empty choices from the left (10), however, because ∅ and ⊥; ⊥ by (8), it does not distribute from the left over the empty choice, and so it is conjunctive, but not universally conjunctive. 1 From (9) and (10), sequential composition is monotonic in its left and right arguments.
Iteration of commands
The iteration of a command is inductively defined as c 0 nil and c i+1 c;c i . More general iteration operators are captured via greatest (ν) and least (μ) fixed points of the complete lattice.
Finite iteration zero or more times is defined by (11), and (12) defines finite or possibly infinite iteration. Infinite iteration is defined through the possibly infinite iteration followed by and hence excludes any finite number of iterations (13). A number of useful laws can be derived. The unfolding laws (14) and (15) and the induction laws 
Conjunctivity (10) is required to show Laws (23) and (24). Law (25) follows from (23) and (18) .
The sub-algebra of tests
Tests are special commands that are used to model conditionals and while-loops and hence form an essential construct when reasoning about programs in any state-based formalism. Assume t is a test, ¬t is its negation, and c and d are commands, an abstract algebraic representation of conditionals and while-loops for sequential programs is given by if t then c else d t;c ¬t;d and while t do c (t;c) ω ;¬t .
Blikle [Bli78] used this style of representation of programs in a relational algebra and Gardner and Morgan [GM93] and von Wright [vW04] in the refinement calculus. Kozen [Koz97] provided Kleene Algebra with Tests (KAT) as an abstract-algebraic framework for reasoning about programs with tests. In Kozen's approach, tests form a Boolean sub-algebra within Kleene algebra. We follow his construction here. To introduce a sub-lattice of test commands (see Fig. 1 ) to a DRA (C, , , ;, nil), we augment it with an additional carrier set T ⊆ C of test commands and a unary operation of complementation on tests, ¬, such that (T , , , ¬, , nil)
is a Boolean algebra with least element nil (a succeeding test) and greatest element (a failing test). Additionally, we require tests t, t ∈ T to satisfy the following interchange axiom:
from which we can show that t;t (t nil);(nil t ) (t;nil) (nil;t ) t t
giving us closure of tests over sequential composition. Given a program intuition, the greatest element in the sublattice of tests, , corresponds to the test that always evaluates to false, and the least element, nil, corresponds to the test that always evaluates to true. The smallest non-trivial Boolean sub-algebra of tests is { , nil}, and is the interpretation of tests for event-based formalisms without an explicit notion of state.
Assertions
Tests also give rise to the concept of assertions (preconditions) [vW04, Sol07] . The assertion corresponding to a test t is a command which terminates if the test holds and aborts if the test does not hold, i.e., assert t t ¬t;⊥ .
Note that KAT is not rich enough to model assertions as it does not include abort. Von Wright [vW04] has shown that assertions and tests form a Galois connection as follows, a law that can be proved from our axiomatisation:
(assert t);c d ⇔ c t;d .
Encoding in Isabelle
Armstrong et al. [AGS14] present three reference formalisations of Kozen's KAT in the theorem prover Isabelle, of which we follow the two-sorted implementation. Tests are embedded into the lattice of commands via a mapping, an injective homomorphism, from a Boolean algebra (B, ∪, ∩,¯, ⊥, ), into the Boolean sub-algebra of test commands:
giving us the following correspondence between the operations of the Boolean algebra (B) and tests (T ):
Since the natural ordering on the Boolean algebra, p ⊆ q ⇔ p ∪, is the inverse of our ordering on commands, c d ⇔ c d c, we have that the partial ordering on the Boolean algebra maps to the inverse of the refinement ordering on tests (31), and the bottom element of the Boolean algebra (⊥) is mapped to the top element of tests ( ), etc. Property (34) follows from (27) and (29). With this encoding, Isabelle's Boolean algebra theory can readily be applied to test commands.
The sub-algebra of atomic steps
This section introduces the sub-algebra of commands that correspond to atomic steps, A ⊆ C. These atomic steps will be later shown to have both an interpretation that corresponds to Aczel's program and environment steps (Sect. 8), and to events from CCS an CSP (Sect. 9). In the following, the term step is used exclusively for an atomic step.
In the same manner that tests form a sub-lattice of commands, the set of atomic steps forms a sub-lattice of commands which is a Boolean algebra (see Fig. 1 ). In particular, we can extend a DRA, (C, , , ; , nil), with another carrier set A ⊆ C, negation operator, !, and distinguished element α such that (A, , , !, , α) forms a Boolean algebra, and atomic steps a, b ∈ A satisfy the interchange axiom:
However, unlike for tests, this does not imply that atomic steps are closed under sequential composition, because α is not defined to be nil, the identity of sequential composition. As for commands, the meet corresponds to non-deterministic choice, a b, and can behave as either a or b. The join of two steps, a b, can be thought of as a step that both a and b agree to do. Distinguished element α is the least step in the refinement lattice, i.e. the step such that a α α for any atomic step a. It corresponds to the non-deterministic choice over all possible atomic steps. The greatest step in the refinement lattice, (also the greatest command in C), can be thought of as a step that cannot be taken because it is infeasible. From the axioms of Boolean algebra we have that a ! a and a ! a α which represents the fact that steps a and ! a have no common behaviour, and that ! a has all the step behaviours that a does not have. Negation for tests (¬) differs from negation for atomic steps (!) because we have ¬ nil but ! α.
Assumptions
The inclusion of a negation operator on steps allows one to define an equivalent of an assertion (see Sect. 2.2) for atomic steps on the abstract level. For any step a define, assume a a ! a;⊥ .
The command assume a behaves as a and terminates, or as ! a and aborts. It represents an assumption that step a occurs in the sense that any other step violates the assumption, leading to a state in which any other behaviour is then possible. It becomes a useful tool when reasoning with rely conditions which specify assumptions about the environment's behaviour (see Sect. 7). We have that conjunction of two assumptions may be simplified as follows.
Lemma 1 (conjoin-assumptions) For a, b ∈ A, we have that assume a assume b assume(a b) .
Proof
distribute conjunction over choices and utilise that nil is the identity of sequential composition (7)
use nil ⊥ nil, and nil is the identity of sequential composition (7)
From Lemma 1 it follows that assumptions are anti-monotonic in their argument, corresponding to the intuition that we can weaken an assumption in a refinement step.
Lemma 2 (weaken-assume)
Proof The iteration can be simplified using the decomposition lemma of DRA, i.e.
. Encoding in Isabelle
Our encoding of the sub-algebra of atomic steps in Isabelle follows the same format as that of the Boolean Algebra of tests presented in Sect. 2.2.2, and is achieved using an injective homomorphism from some Boolean algebra, (B, ∪, ∩,¯, ⊥, ), (typically not the same Boolean algebra used for tests) into the Boolean sub-algebra of atomic steps, α : B → C. Note that we use bold α for least element of the atomic steps lattice but unbold α for the injective mapping.
Atomic steps and tests
Extending a DRA with both atomic steps and tests gives us a three-sorted algebra
to which we add additional axioms to describe the interactions of steps and tests. As in the Fig. 1 , we assume that tests and atomic steps share only one element ( ) and hence include α nil (37) in our axiomatisation. We also take as an axiom that an atomic step preceded by any test t is also a step:
although we make no assumption about the succession of a step by a test.
Synchronous refinement algebra
This section adds an abstract synchronisation operator, ⊗, to the algebra to form a Synchronous Refinement Algebra (SRA). We take the DRA with atomic steps and tests (Sect. 2) and introduce a synchronisation operation ⊗ and distinguished elements Id ∈ C and 1 ∈ A. The axiomatisation is sufficiently general so as to allow multiple interpretations of the operation, e.g. as parallel composition and weak conjunction (see Sect. 5). Figure 3 gives the axioms for the abstract synchronisation operator. First, we have that (C, ⊗, Id) is a commutative monoid over commands. That is, ⊗ is associative (39), commutative (40) and has identity Id (41). Note that the identity typically differs for the different instantiations of ⊗, e.g. as parallel or weak conjunction in Sect. 5. The operator ⊗ distributes over non-deterministic choices over non-empty sets of commands (42), and so it is monotonic. For an empty set of commands ∅ , but we do not have a law of the form c ⊗ because operators like parallel are abort strict, i.e. ⊥ d ⊥, where ⊥ represents the command abort, the bottom of the refinement lattice and hence ⊥ ⊥. Atomic steps are closed under the synchronisation operator (43) and have atomic-step identity 1 ∈ A (44). From these properties, we have for example that for any atomic step a ∈ A
and so taking a to be α gives α ⊗ α α because α is the least atomic step command. For arbitrary commands, operator ⊗ and sequential composition satisfy a weak interchange axiom (45). A sequence of commands c 0 ; c 1 may synchronise with a sequence d 0 ; d 1 by synchronising c 0 with d 0 and then synchronising c 1 with d 1 . The axiom is only a refinement because synchronising c 0 and d 0 (or c 1 and d 1 ) may be infeasible, whereas on the left c 0 may synchronise with the whole of d 0 and part of d 1 and c 1 with the rest of d 1 , or vice versa. Axiom (46) describes how the synchronisation of complex commands decomposes into the synchronisation of the atomic steps that constitute it: two commands that both have leading atomic steps are synchronised by synchronising the leading atomic steps, followed by the synchronisation of the remainder of the commands. If a and b cannot synchronise then a ⊗ b is infeasible ( ). We take synchronisation of infinite iterations of atomic steps as an axiom (47), although independence of that axiom from the others is an open question.
The distinguished test nil, the identity of sequential composition, terminates immediately without performing any atomic steps at all, and so it synchronises with itself (48), but when synchronised with a process that must perform an atomic step before terminating, their composition is infeasible (49). Since synchronisation is monotonic, we have from (49) that for any arbitrary test t ∈ T ,
and more specifically
because nil t . Axiom (50) defines how tests distribute over synchronisation for arbitrary commands. Although we do not in general have the stronger axiom c ⊗ t;d t;(c ⊗ d), we do have that the property holds, for example, when (i) c is a test, (ii) c is preceded by an atomic step, or (iii) c is a refinement of Id.
Lemma 4 (test-command-sync-command)
For any atomic command a ∈ A, commands c, c , d ∈ C, and tests t, t ∈ T , we have that if either c t , or c a;c , or Id c, then the following holds. Using nil is the identity of sequential composition (7), distribution of choice (9) and the above results we finally have:
From Lemma 4 it follows that the synchronisation operator behaves like a conjunction on tests. Hence tests, like atomic steps, are closed under synchronisation.
Lemma 5 (test-sync-test)
For tests t, t ∈ T , we have t ⊗ t t t . Proof Because t ∈ T , we can use Lemma 4 to distribute the tests over the synchronisation to the left. Applying (7), Lemma 4 twice, (48) and (27), gives
The synchronisation operator does not in general distribute over sequential composition but the weak interchange axiom (45) can be used to show a form of distribution.
Properties of iterations of atomic steps
In addition to defining programming statements such as while loops, iterators are used to build specifications from atomic steps. For instance, commands corresponding to Jones' rely and guarantee concepts are constructed as iterations of relatively straightforward commands that make assumptions about the steps of the environment and constrain the steps of the program, respectively (see Sect. 7). Below we provide some lemmas stating useful properties of synchronisation over atomic iterations.
Isabelle/HOL proofs of these lemmas have been completed and some of these may be found in Appendix A. Note that all properties in this section are proven on the level of the (abstract) synchronisation operator and hence hold for any instantiations, e.g. and . The use of the abstract operator ⊗ helps to highlight these as properties that are shared by all synchronisation operators.
Because nil performs no steps, if it synchronises with a (possibly) finite iteration, the composition cannot perform any steps but can terminate and hence equals nil. If nil synchronises with an infinite iteration, the combination cannot perform any steps but cannot terminate, and hence equals the infeasible command . For the following lemmas, let a and b be atomic steps, and c and d any commands. Axiom (46) can be extended to iteration i times as given in the following lemma, which is proven by induction on i.
Choosing c and d to both be nil gives the corollary that
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In the following lemmas we then generalize Lemma 8 further to account for cases where atomic steps a and b are iterated an arbitrary number of times before pre-composing them with c and d, respectively. For these cases, we take into consideration situations where there may be more iterations of a than b (and hence the additional iterations of a are in parallel with the start of d), or the symmetric case when there may be more occurrences of b than a. The proofs of these lemmas rely on the conjunctivity axiom (10), and the properties (23) and (24) that are derived from it. First we consider the case where a and b are iterated an arbitrary finite number of times.
A proof of this lemma can be found in Appendix A. Unfolding b and a using (15) gives the following corollary.
Choosing c and d to both be nil gives the following as a corollary using (48) and (49).
When b is iterated an infinite number of times, there cannot be more iterations of a than b, and so we get the following.
Appendix A provides a proof. Combining Lemmas 9 and 12 and using (25) the following lemma can be derived.
The case in which a and b may both be iterated a finite or infinite number of times has the same structure as Lemma 9.
A proof is listed in Appendix A. Unfolding b ω and a ω using (14) gives the following corollary.
Choosing c and d to both be nil gives the following corollary using (48) and (49).
Corollary 16 (atomic-either
In Sect. 7.5 a rely command is defined in terms of an iteration that may abort if the environment performs a step not satisfying the rely condition. Here we provide an abstract lemma for reasoning about an iteration of a command that aborts after an a 1 step (representing the rely not holding). Both weak conjunction and parallel are abort strict and hence satisfy the assumption of this lemma. Lemma 17 (iterations-with-abort) If c ⊗ ⊥ ⊥ for all commands c,
A proof is listed in Appendix A.
Instantiating parallel and weak conjunction as synchronous operators
Given a DRA with atomic steps and tests as in Sect. 2, we have that the conjunction operator, , with synchronisation identity ⊥ and atomic-step synchronisation identity α satisfies the axioms of the synchronisation operator ⊗ of SRA. In this section we give a further instantiation of synchronisation as two new operators: parallel and weak conjunction. We define a SRA with parallel ( ) and weak conjunction ( ) to be the three-sorted algebra
is a DRA with atomic steps and tests, and ( , skip, ) is a synchronisation operator parallel, , with 1 taken to be the new distinguished element ∈ A, and Id identified to be skip ω ; and ( , chaos, α) is synchronisation operator weak conjunction, , with 1 taken to be α and Id taken to be chaos α ω . Further, we constrain to be idempotent, c c c (54) and both of the synchronisation operators parallel and weak conjunction to be abort-strict,
as well as introducing an additional interchange axiom to describe the interplay of the operators:
That axiom codifies that one way of synchronising ( ) all the steps of c 0 d 0 and c 1 d 1 is to synchronise ( ) all the steps of c 0 with c 1 and synchronise ( ) all the steps of d 0 with d 1 , while retaining that c 0 and c 1 execute in parallel with d 0 and d 1 .
Weak conjunction
Weak conjunction behaves like conjunction ( ) up until the failure of either command. It is a useful operator for composing a command together with a requirement that need only hold until the environmental assumptions of that command are violated, resulting in program failure (abortion). From idempotence (54) and monotonicity (42), we can show that the weak conjunction of any two commands c and d, is refined by their conjunction:
and that weak conjunction of any two commands c and d is equal to the conjunction of those commands if both c and d are refinements of the identity of weak conjunction (i.e. chaos), and hence they do not fail:
This implies that weak conjunction behaves like conjunction on atomic steps a, b ∈ A,
because for any atomic step a, chaos α ω α a. From the axioms of synchronisation and Lemma 5 we already have that weak conjunction behaves like conjunction for tests, i.e. t t t t . Using these properties we can, for example, show that for atomic steps a i , b i ∈ A, (a 1 ;a 2 ;a 3 ;a 4 ) (b 1 ;b 2 ;⊥) apply atomic step interchange axiom (46) twice (a 1 b 1 );(a 2 b 2 );((a 3 ;a 4 ) ⊥) weak conjunction is conjunction for atomic steps (59) and is abort-strict (56) (a 1 b 1 );(a 2 b 2 );⊥ .
The weak conjunction operator also simplifies to conjunction for iterated assumptions, a fact that will be useful for proving properties on relies. Lemma 18 (assume-iter-conj-assume-iter) For any atomic steps a, b ∈ A,
Appendix A provides a proof.
Parallel
Like weak conjunction, the parallel operator can be thought of as synchronising the atomic steps of two commands until either terminates, fails, or becomes infeasible, e.g.
(a 1 ;a 2 ;a 3 ;a 4 ) (b 1 ;b 2 ;b 3 ;b 4 ) (a 1 b 1 );(a 2 b 2 );(a 3 b 3 );(a 4 b 4 ) (a 1 ;a 2 ;a 3 ;a 4 ) (b 1 ;b 2 ;⊥) (a 1 b 1 );(a 2 b 2 );⊥ (a 1 ;a 2 ;a 3 ;a 4 ) (b 1 ;b 2 ; ) (a 1 b 1 );(a 2 b 2 ); The definition of a b for atomic steps a and b is not further axiomatised here to retain its generality, but we show how it may be interpreted in different formalisms in Sects. 8 and 9. The element is the atomic step that synchronises under parallel with any other atomic step a ∈ A,
The element be interpreted as a placeholder for any one step taken by the environment. For example, prefixing a command c with , (i.e. ;c), defines a process that waits for one step, allowing any single environment step to take place, before behaving as c. The command skip ω represents any finite or infinite number of steps taken by the environment and is the identity of parallel for arbitrary command c ∈ C:
This allows us to define, for any atomic step a ∈ A, a program ω ;a; ω , that takes step a, but permits any possible environment behaviour both beforehand and afterwards. (Note that the environment may interrupt the process forever with an infinite sequence of environment steps, thus preventing the process from taking step a.) Programs of this form are the building blocks of (interleaving) event-based languages, and are used in Sect. 9 to describe the interpretation of the parallel operator in process algebras.
The introduction of the atomic step , also provides us with an opportunity to further decompose the set of atomic steps, A, into sub-algebras of program and environment steps, which we do in the following section.
Program and environment steps
Given that represents any possible step taken by the environment, we define E to be the subset of atomic steps ε i ∈ A such that ε i . These correspond the set of all possible environment steps, and they can be shown to form a Boolean sub-algebra of atomic steps with disjunction , conjunction , and with the negation of an environment step ε i within E defined to be (! ε i )
. We then define the complement of within A,
to be the atomic step that can take any possible program step, and P to be the subset of atomic steps π i ∈ A such that π π i . These are then the set of all possible program steps, and they can also be shown to form a Boolean sub-algebra of atomic steps. Figure 4 illustrates the relation between program, environment and atomic steps. Both sub-lattices have a bottom element, π and respectively, and share the same top element, , with A and the command lattice C. Because both program steps and environment steps form a sub-lattice of the atomic steps A, we have that the bottom element of A, α, is refined by any program step as well as any environment step.
As depicted in Fig. 4 , program and environment steps have only the top element in common (64). All other atomic steps are either program or environment steps, or some non-deterministic choice over program and environment steps (65). By definition (61), the non-deterministic choice between the least program and environment step π ! is α. An atomic step negation applied to a arbitrary environment step, ! ε i , results in any atomic step other than one ε i can perform and hence contains any possible program steps (66). Similarly we have (67) for program steps.
The distinction between program and environment steps enables us to specify and prove some basic algebraic laws about guarantees and relies in Sect. 7.
Embedding in Isabelle
As for the encoding of the Boolean algebra of tests, described in Sect. 2.2.2, program and environment steps are embedded into the lattice of commands via mappings, injective homomorphisms, from some Boolean algebras B 1 and B 2 into the Boolean sub-algebras of environment and program steps, respectively: : B 1 → A and π : B 2 → A, where usually B 1 B 2 in rely-guarantee concurrency so that each program step has a matching environment step. Note that we use bold π and for the commands introduced earlier but unbold π and for the injective mappings (see (71) and (76) for the relationship between these).
With this mapping in place, the non-deterministic choice of two program steps as well as the join and the weak conjunction of two program steps can be computed on the level of the Boolean algebra, (68-69). The same set of lemmas holds for environment steps, (73-74).
Abstract specifications, guarantees and relies
In the rely/guarantee approach of Jones [CJ07, Jon81, Jon83a, Jon83b], concurrent program specifications are traditionally formulated in terms of a quintuple
which extends a Hoare triple with the rely r and guarantee g to handle concurrency [Jon81, Jon83a, Jon83b]. The quintuple states that every program step of c satisfies relation g (on the program state) and that it terminates and establishes the initial-final-state relation q, provided it is executed from an initial state satisfying predicate p and interference from the environment is bounded by relation r.
The synchronous refinement algebra can be used to abstractly represent specifications of this kind. Predicates and the initial-final-state relation are abstracted using tests (Sect. 2.2), and relations r and g are treated as elements of some Boolean algebras B 1 and B 2 , respectively, so that (r) represents the environment step satisfying r and π (g) is the program step satisfying g (Sect. 6).
Instead of defining such a specification using a monolithic approach as in (78), we decompose the two commitments (described in the above quintuple by g and q) and the two assumptions (p and r), into four separate constructs. Initial-state assumptions (p) are defined using preconditions in Sect. 7.1. Sect. 7.2 discusses properties of terminating commands, which are needed to define strong specifications (that capture the end-to-end commitment q) in Sect. 7.3. Program-step guarantees (describing guarantee g) are introduced in Sect. 7.4, and environmentstep assumptions (describing rely r) in Sect. 7.5. This simplifies reasoning by allowing the constructs to be treated separately, (e.g. strengthening a guarantee g does not involve p, r and q), as well as in combination. They can be composed to give an overall program specification as a rely-guarantee quintuple, as described in Sect. 7.6.
Preconditions
Letting p be an element of the Boolean algebra (B, ∪, ∩,¯, ⊥, ) for tests with natural ordering p 0 ⊆ p 1 ⇔ p 0 ∪ p 1 p 1 , a precondition command equivalent to that in the refinement calculus can be defined in terms of an assert command.
A precondition can be weakened to give a refinement.
Lemma 19 (weaken-precondition) If p 0 ⊆ p 1 , then {p 0 } {p 1 }.
The proof follows straightforwardly from the definition and properties of tests.
Termination
A terminating command, is one that only performs a finite number of program steps, but puts no constraints on the steps taken by its environment-and hence could be interrupted forever by its environment. The most general terminating command, term, is defined by
and, formally, we say that a command c is terminating when term c. The command term in parallel with itself is equivalent to term.
Lemma 20 (term-par-term) term term term
Proof term term (α ; ω ) (α ; ω ) using Lemma 9 and idempotence of choice ( ) (α α) ;( ω α ; ω )
we have that α α α from (51), and skip ω is the identity of parallel α ;α ; ω using property c ;c c (22) α ; ω term 2
The following lemma is useful for proving properties of strong specifications in the next section.
Lemma 21 (test-skip-term)
For tests t 0 , t 1 ∈ T , (t 0 ;skip;t 1 ) term t 0 ;term;t 1 Proof (t 0 ;skip;t 1 ) term (t 0 ; ω ;t 1 ) (α ; ω ) distribute t 0 over parallel using Lemma 4 t 0 ;(( ω ;t 1 ) (α ; ω )) using Lemma 13 t 0 ;( α) ;((t 1 α ; ω ) ( ω ;t 1 ω )) atomic step and command skip ω are the atomic-step identity and identity of parallel, respectively t 0 ;α ;((t 1 α ; ω ) ω ;t 1 ) distribute t 1 over parallel using Lemma 4 t 0 ;α ;(t 1 ;(nil α ; ω ) ω ;t 1 ) we have (nil (α ; ω )) nil by unfolding iterations and applying synchronisation axioms (48) and (49) t 0 ;α ;(t 1 ω ;t 1 ) by iteration unfolding, ω ;t 1 t 1 t 0 ;α ; ω ;t 1
The strong specification command
Given a pair of elements p 0 , p 1 from test Boolean algebra B, a command of the form τ (p 0 );term;τ (p 1 ) represents a terminating command that when started in an initial state satisfying p 0 , terminates (unless it is interrupted indefinitely by its environment) in a final state satisfying p 1 . It is a simple example of an end-to-end specification: a terminating command that constrains the initial and final state, but does not otherwise restrict the program or environment steps in any way. We call such specifications strong because they must achieve their endto-end constraints regardless of the behaviour of the environment, and they are usually not implementable unless they are weakened by making assumptions on the environment steps of the command. Environment assumptions may be combined with strong specifications using the weak-conjunction operator to produce implementable specifications. More formally, for q ∈ P (B × B) , we refer to any command q (p 0 ,p 1 )∈q τ (p 0 );term;τ (p 1 ) as a strong specification command, an abstraction of Morgan's specification statement [Mor88] . A strong specification q can be weakened to include an assumption that the initial state of the command satisfies p, by pre-composing it with the precondition {p}, giving {p}; q .
We can show that any strong specification is unaffected by weak conjunction or parallel composition with term, a property which is useful when decomposing program specifications into parallel implementations (see Sect. 8.2).
Lemma 22 (specification-terminates)
For arbitrary strong specification command q , we have that q term q and q term q .
Proof Since synchronisation operators distribute over non-deterministic choices (42), the proof reduces to showing that for arbitrary tests t 0 , t 1 ∈ T (t 0 ;term;t 1 ) term t 0 ;term;t 1 and (t 0 ;term;t 1 ) term t 0 ;term;t 1 .
This property trivially holds for weak conjunction ( ) since it behaves like conjunction for commands that refine chaos (58), and chaos α ω term t 0 ;term;t 1 .
The property for parallel can be shown using Lemma 21 and Lemma 20.
(t 0 ;term;t 1 ) term (t 0 ;skip;t 1 ) term term (t 0 ;skip;t 1 ) term t 0 ;term;t 1 2
The guarantee command
For a process to guarantee g, every atomic program step made by the program must satisfy g. A guarantee puts no constraints on the environment of the process. A guarantee command, guar g, is defined in terms of the iteration of a single step guarantee, (π -restrict g), defined as follows.
(π -restrict g) π (g) (82) guar g (π -restrict g) ω
A command c with a guarantee of g is represented by (guar g) c. If c only fails when its environmental assumptions are violated, (guar g) c constrains the program steps of c to satisfy g until the assumptions of c are broken. For example, (guar g) (assert p; q ), is used to define a program that satisfies guarantee g and strong specification q if the initial state satisfies test p. No constraints are placed on its behaviour otherwise.
In the theory of Jones, a guarantee on a process may be strengthened.
Lemma 23 (strengthen-guarantee) If g 1 ⊆ g 2 , then (π -restrict g 2 ) (π -restrict g 1 ) and guar g 2 guar g 1 .
Proof If g 1 ⊆ g 2 , then π (g 2 ) π (g 1 ) and hence (π -restrict g 2 ) (π -restrict g 1 ). Refinement of the guarantees follows by monotonicity of iteration.
A process that must satisfy both guarantee g 1 and guarantee g 2 , must satisfy guarantee g 1 ∩ g 2 .
Lemma 24 (combine-guarantees) For g 1 , g 2 we have that (π -restrict g 1 ) (π -restrict g 2 ) (π -restrict(g 1 ∩ g 2 )) (84) guar g 1 guar g 2 guar(g 1 ∩ g 2 ) (85)
Proof For single-step guarantees (84) we have (π -restrict g 1 ) (π -restrict g 2 ) weak conjunction is conjunction for atomic steps (59), expand single-step guarantees (π (g 1 ) ) (π (g 2 ) ) distribute conjunction over choices (π (g 1 ) π (g 2 )) (π (g 1 ) ) ( π (g 2 )) ( ) program and environment steps are disjoint (64), homomorphism π π (g 1 ∩ g 2 ) (π -restrict(g 1 ∩ g 2 ))
The proof of (85) then follows from (84) using Corollary 16 for synchronisation operator weak conjunction ( ).
2
If we assume that commands only consist of atomic steps (which are closed under the operators), and so an iterated atomic step distributes over a sequence of commands, a ω ⊗ (c ;d) (a ω ⊗ c);(a ω ⊗ d), it follows that guarantees also distribute over a sequence of commands.
(guar g) (c;d) ((guar g) c);((guar g) d)
(86)
The rely command
A rely condition r represents an assumption about environment steps. After an environment step that does not satisfy r, i.e. a step that refines (r) where r is the complement of r, the process may do anything, which can be represented by it aborting. Any other step, i.e. an environment step (r) or any program step π, is allowed. The rely command is defined in terms of a single step assumption, itself defined in terms of the abstract command assume (36) as follows.
( -assm r) assume(π (r)) π (r) (r);⊥ (87) rely r ( -assm r) ω (88)
A command c with a rely r imposed on its environment steps is given by (rely r) c. For example, (rely r) (guar g), guarantees to only take program steps satisfying g until the environment takes a step in which r is violated. Similarly, (rely r) q terminates in a state satisfying q when it is executed in an environment that only takes steps satisfying r. Alternatively, if it is executed in an environment that does take a step that violates r, then its behaviour from that point onwards is not constrained-it may not terminate and has no obligation to satisfy q if it does.
Weakening a rely condition allows more environment interference and hence is a refinement.
Lemma 25 (weaken-rely) If r 0 ⊆ r 1 , then rely r 0 rely r 1 .
Proof This follows from anti-monotonicity of assumptions (Lemma 2) because assume(π (r 0 )) assume(π (r 1 )) ⇐ π (r 1 ) π (r 0 ) ⇔ r 0 ⊆ r 1 and monotonicity of iteration.
2
Weak conjunctions of rely conditions simplify in the following way.
Lemma 26 (combine-relies) (rely r 1 ) (rely r 2 ) (rely r 1 ∩ r 2 )
Proof Using Lemma (18) we have:
(rely r 1 ) (rely r 2 ) expand rely definition (88) (assume(π (r 1 ))) ω (assume(π (r 2 ))) ω simplify weak conjunction of assumptions using Lemma 18 (assume(π (r 1 )) (π (r 2 ))) ω distribute conjunction over choices (assume((π π ) (π (r 2 )) ( (r 1 ) π ) ( (r 1 ) (r 2 )))) ω program and environment steps are disjoint (64), homomorphism (assume(π (r 1 ∩ r 2 ))) ω fold rely definition (88) (rely r 1 ∩ r 2 ) 2 7.6. Abstract rely/guarantee quintuple Combining preconditions, strong specifications, guarantee and rely constructs together we get that {p};((rely r) (guar g) q ) c corresponds to the Jones-style quintuple (78). The left side is a specification that satisfies guarantee g and strong specification q until the environment takes a step that violates r, given that the command is executed from a state satisfying p. Any command c is said to satisfy this specification if it is a refinement of it. Thus any rule based on quintuples can be rephrased as a refinement law in our algebra; however, our algebra is strictly more general in that it can express specifications that cannot be encoded as quintuples. The main advantage of the approach taken here over the monolithic quintuples is that properties of preconditions, guarantees, relies and postconditions can be reasoned about separately using the different commands, e.g. strengthening a guarantee using Lemma 23 applies to just the guarantee command and does not need the full context of the quintuple.
Interpretation for shared-memory concurrency
For shared-memory concurrency on a state-space , tests are instantaneous commands, taking no atomic steps, that either have no effect on the execution of the program (behaving like nil) if a given predicate p ∈ P( ) is satisfied, and are infeasible (behaving like ) otherwise. For this model, we define the injective homomorphism τ , that introduces the Boolean sub-algebra of tests, to be a mapping from the Boolean algebra of predicates, (P( ), ∪, ∩,¯, ⊥, ), to commands:
For example, τ ({σ ∈ | σ (x) > 0}) represents a test that succeeds in just those states in which x is greater than 0. 2 A program or environment step is an atomic transition of the state of the system from a before state, σ , to an after state, σ , satisfying some relation r ∈ P( × ), that is made by either the program or its environment, respectively. For before-states outside of the domain of r, the atomic step is infeasible, behaving like program . These atomic step commands can be thought of as lifting the primitive program and environment steps on pairs of states, e.g. π (σ, σ ) and (σ, σ ), used in Aczel's original trace semantics, to the level of commands.
We therefore instantiate injective homomorphisms and π , that introduce the Boolean sub-algebras of environment and program steps, to both be mappings from the Boolean algebra of relations, (P( × ), ∪, ∩,¯, ⊥, ), to commands:
represents a program step that increments x atomically, and ({σ, σ ∈ | σ (x) ≤ σ (x)}) represents an environment step that does not increase x. 3 These primitives can be used to define programming language constructs like (non-atomic) expression evaluation, assignment, conditionals and loop statements but the definition of such constructs is beyond the scope of the current paper (see [CHM16] for details).
Under sequential composition, program and environment steps are also specified to satisfy the following additional axioms, in which p r stands for the domain restriction of the relation r to the set p and r p stands for the range restriction of r to p. τ (p);π (r) π (p r) (89) π (r p);τ (p) π (r p) (90) τ (p); (r) (p r) (91) (r p);τ (p) (r p) ( 9 2 )
They encode the fact that either a program or environment step, π (r) or (r), is infeasible for states outside of the domain of its relation r, and establishes a state satisfying the range restriction of r. The above axioms ensure the final state of one step matches the initial state of the next step:
π (r 1 {σ });π (r 2 ) π (r 1 {σ });τ ({σ });π (r 2 ) π (r 1 {σ });π ({σ } r 2 ) .
Interleaving parallel
We define parallel composition as the interleaving of steps, in which environment steps and program steps synchronise using the following axioms, that follow Aczel's original trace-based formalisation:
π (r 1 ) (r 2 ) π (r 1 ∩ r 2 ) (93) (r 1 ) (r 2 ) (r 1 ∩ r 2 ) (94) π (r 1 ) π (r 2 ) (95)
The first axiom matches a program step with an environment step, possibly narrowing the relation to conform to both relations. If no step satisfies r 1 and r 2 then the parallel composition gives . The second axiom matches environment steps of each process to become an environment step of their composition. The final axiom prevents synchronisation on program steps. Using these synchronisation axioms for parallel we have, for example, that for relations g 1 , g 2 , r 1 and r 2 (π (g 1 ) (r 1 )) (π (g 2 ) (r 2 )) π ((g 1 ∩ r 2 ) ∪ (r 1 ∩ g 2 )) (r 1 ∩ r 2 )
We can also evaluate the parallel composition of relies and guarantees. The following lemma that shows that a rely of r allows parallel behaviour for which every step guarantees r.
Lemma 27 (rely-guar)
rely r (rely r) (guar r)
Proof The proof expands the definitions of rely r and guar r and simplifies.
(rely r) (guar r) expand rely and guarantee definitions using (88) and (83) (π (r) (r);⊥) ω (π (r) ) ω by Lemma 17 ((π (r)) (π (r) )) ω ;(nil ( (r) (π (r) ));⊥) applying program and environment step synchronisation axioms (93) and (94) (π (r)) ω ;(nil (r);⊥) by Lemma 3 and !(π (r)) (r) and folding the rely definition (88) rely r 2 Lemma 27 allows the introduction of a parallel composition; it forms the basis for proving the Jones-style parallel introduction law.
Parallel introduction law
The objective of this section is to give a refinement law for taking a command of the form (rely r) (c d) and refining it into a parallel implementation in which the two parallel branches perform commands c and d, respectively, but augmented with relies and guarantees. First we observe that if c term c, then one can refine (rely r ∪ r1) c by introducing a second parallel branch that behaves like term strengthened to guarantee that all of its program steps satisfy r ∪ r1, so that it does not cause the first branch, (rely r ∪ r1) c, to fail.
Lemma 28 (parallel-guarantee)
For any command c satisfying c term c, (rely r) c ((rely r ∪ r1) c) ((guar r ∪ r1) term) .
Proof The proof makes use of the interchange axiom between weak conjunction and parallel (57).
(rely r) c
using Lemma 25 to weaken the rely (rely r ∪ r1) c using Lemma 27 and assumption c term c ((rely r ∪ r1) (guar r ∪ r1)) (c term) by interchange axiom (57) ((rely r ∪ r1) c) ((guar r ∪ r1) term) 2 For the general parallel introduction law, Lemma 28 is applied to both (rely r) c and (rely r) d, and then the interchange axiom (57) is used to reduce it to a single parallel composition. c and d such that c term c, d term d, c term c and  d term d, (rely r) (c d) ((rely r ∪ r 0 ) (guar r 1 ) c) ((rely r ∪ r 1 ) (guar r 0 ) d) .
Lemma 29 (introduce-parallel) For commands
(rely r) (c d)
as is idempotent, associative and commutative (rely r) c (rely r) d by Lemma 28 (using assumptions c term c and d term d) and Lemma 23, twice (((rely r ∪ r 0 ) c) ((guar r 0 ) term)) (((guar r 1 ) term) ((rely r ∪ r 1 ) d))
by interchange axiom (57) ((rely r ∪ r 0 ) c (guar r 1 ) term) ((rely r ∪ r 1 ) d (guar r 0 ) term) by termination assumptions c term c and d term d ((rely r ∪ r 0 ) (guar r 1 ) c) ((rely r ∪ r 1 ) (guar r 0 ) d) 2 The parallel introduction law is an abstract version of that of Jones [Jon83b] . The main difference is that here it is expressed based on our synchronous algebra primitives and hence an algebraic proof is possible.
Strong specifications
Given a relation q ∈ P( × ), we introduce the following short-hand (converting from a relation on states q to a relation on predicates) to refer to the strong specification statement (Sect. 7.3) that establishes q between its initial and final states:
Using this notation, we can show that following lemmas holds.
Lemma 30 (strengthen-postcondition) If q 1 ⊆ q 0 , then q 0 q 1 .
Lemma 31 (conjoin-postcondition) For relations q 0 , q 1 ∈ P( × ), q 0 ∩ q 1 q 0 q 1 holds.
The detailed proof expands the definition of the specifications. Informally q 0 allows any terminating behaviour that end-to-end satisfies q 0 and q 1 likewise but for q 1 , and hence their conjunction must agree on all behaviours and hence satisfies q 0 ∩ q 1 end-to-end.
We can instantiate Law 29 to introduce the parallel operator when refining a specification, i.e., (rely r) q 0 ∩ q 1 ((rely r ∪ r 0 ) (guar r 1 ) q 0 ) ((rely r ∪ r 1 ) (guar r 0 ) q 1 ) (97) since q 0 ∩ q 1 q 0 q 1 (by Lemma 31), and specification statements q 0 and q 1 satisfy the requirements on c and d (by Lemma 22).
Example
Owicki and Gries [OG76] used an example of finding the least index t such that Pr(v(t)) holds, where v is s vector with indices in the range 0 . . N − 1. If no index in the set satisfies the property, N is returned. The following predicate and function simplify the presentation.
The initial specification sets t to the minimal index satisfying P. In the context of possible parallelism, it relies on the vector v not being modified and it also guarantees never to modify v, which is expressed here as a guarantee. Z-like predicative notation is used to express sets of states and relations more succinctly.
A parallel solution is possible by partitioning the set of indices into even and odd indices and searching each in parallel. Introducing variables et and ot to store the results of the searches of even and odd searches, the value of t is assigned the minimum of et and ot. Assuming et and ot are both initialised to N, the specification of searching the even and odd indices becomes
where even and odd are the sets of even and odd numbers, respectively. Using (97) that can be refined to the following.
Distributing the guarantee and weakening the preconditions gives the following.
Each of the parallel processes can then be refined to code in isolation. Encodings of assignment statements, expressions, conditionals and loops in our algebra are described in [CHM16] .
Interpretation for event-based communication in process algebras
In the process algebra domain processes communicate via a set of synchronisation events, in contrast to processes in a shared memory concurrency model which interleave operations on (sets of pairs of) states. A simple process algebra may be formed from event prefixing, nondeterministic choice, and parallel composition. In addition, we include a restriction operator, as used in CCS [Mil82] . Below we explain how to interpret parallel composition to allow interprocess communication via synchronisation under two well-known schemes, the binary synchronisation of CCS and the multiway synchronisation of CSP [Hoa85, Ros98] . To fully encode either process algebra in our framework would require axioms for CCS's choice operator and CSP's external choice operators; neither of these operators satisfy conjunctivity of sequential composition (10), and hence cannot be directly represented using our nondeterministic choice operator. In this paper we focus our treatment on deriving the fundamental communication axioms of CCS and CSP.
We give axioms that describe the effect of combining program steps in parallel, in contrast to Sect. 8, where combining programs steps gives the infeasible command (95). Program steps may also be interleaved, as in (60). The fundamental difference between the synchronisation styles of process algebras CCS and CSP, and between process algebras and the shared-memory domain, is in the interpretation of the parallel synchronisation of program steps (of course, the domain type of the steps themselves is also fundamental).
The process algebra SCCS (in which CCS may be encoded) is a minimal algebra with similarities to our program algebra; see [HCM + 16] for a discussion on the relationship.
Foundations
Given a set of events, Event, including at least the silent event ι, a program step corresponds to the execution of some event from a subset E ⊆ Event of the possible events. From this, we interpret the injective homomorphism π , which introduces the sub-algebra of program steps, to be a mapping from the Boolean algebra of sets of events, (P(Event), ∪, ∩,¯, ⊥, ), to commands: π : P(Event) → A For individual event e ∈ Event we write π (e) as shorthand for π ({e}), and typically define our axioms on the singleton event-set case; the definitions may be straightforwardly lifted to sets of events.
The set of environment steps is defined to only include the atomic-step identity, and the infeasible atomic step . The atomic command corresponds to Milner's identity 1 for SCCS [Mil89] . The interactions between program and environment steps, and environment and environment steps are then derivable from (60) and (53), e.g. π (e) π (e), π (e) , , and . It remains to define the effect of synchronising two program steps, which we do differently for CCS and CSP.
To simplify the discussion we make the following definition.
This models a process engaging in event e, and is the building block of event-based languages: we interpret both prefixing in CCS (e.c) and CSP (e → c) as ( e ; c). The event is preceded and succeeded by steps of the environment, similar to asynchronising in Synchronous CCS [Mil83] (discussed in [Mil89] ), allowing the potential for interleaving.
The following lemma gives three possibilities for parallel actions: synchronisation or interleaving (the latter in one of two ways). This is similar to a fundamental axiom of communication from ACP [BK84] , which defines parallel composition in terms of a left-merge operator.
Lemma 32 (atomic-interleaving) If π (e) π (f ) π (g), then e f g e ; f f ; e . This is an instance of the following more general lemma. Proof e ;c f ;d definition (101) ( ω ;π (e); ω ;c) ( ω ;π (f ); ω ;d)
Corollary 15, and ω ;(((π (e); ω ;c) (π (f ); ω ;d)) ((π (e); ω ;c) ( ; ω ;π (f ); ω ;d)) (( ; ω ;π (e); ω ;c) (π (f ); ω ;d)) Synchronise initial steps, from assumption and (60) ω ;((π (g);( ω ;c ω ;d)) (π (e);(( ω ;c) ( ω ;π (f ); ω ;d))) (π (f );(( ω ;π (e); ω ;c) ( ω ;d))) Simplify using definition (101) and the assumptions ω ;c c and ω ;d 
CCS-style communication
In CCS each non-silent event e has a complementary event e. (We use e rather than Milner's e to avoid confusion with set complement.) A program step π (e) and its corresponding complementary program step π ( e) may synchronise to become a silent step.
π (e) π ( e) π (ι) (102)
All other combinations of program steps result in .
Using an instantiation of Lemma 32, from (102) we may derive e e ι e ; e e ; e .
As such, events may synchronise or interleave. In CCS the restriction operator c\E, where E is a set of Events, may be employed to exclude the final two interleaving options and hence force processes to synchronise and generate a silent step. Restriction may be defined straightforwardly using weak conjunction ( ) to forbid events in E, along with the concept of guarantees from Sect. 7.
This definition restricts c to just behaviours outside of E. The behaviour of an atomic event inside a restriction is given by the following lemmas, which follow straightforwardly from (83) 
We may now show that a synchronisation within the corresponding restriction results in a silent step. 
CSP-style communication
Let L be the set of CSP events, including silent event ι. CSP-style multi-way communication allows any number of processes (not just two) to synchronise on a CSP event. The key axiom in the interpretation of parallel is, again, in the behaviour of two program steps. 4 We define two program steps on CSP event e to merge into a single "synchronised" event, e.
π (e) π (e) π ( e) for e ∈ L and e ι (107)
The set of CSP events are extended with new events e for every CSP event e (excluding ι) to define the set of possible events, Event. The synchronisation tag marks an event as having been the result of a synchronisation, but because further synchronisation is possible, it is not renamed to a silent step as in CCS. The tag distinguishes synchronised events from unsynchronised (interleaved) events.
Using an instantiation of Lemma 32, from (107) we may derive (cf. (103)) e e e e ; e .
Now we define CSP's parallel operator parameterised with alphabet E ⊆ L to allow synchronisation on events in E only, while only CSP events not in E may be interleaved. To do so we introduce a renaming command c[φ], where φ is a total function on atomic actions, as defined by the following axioms, for a ∈ A and c 1 , c 2 ∈ C.
For a set of events E, define E to be the union of the set of events resulting from synchronisations of events in E, i.e. { e | e ∈ E}, and any events in L that are not in E, that is E { e | e ∈ E} ∪ (L − E). In an alphabetised parallel composition the synchronisation tag is stripped using the renaming φ E .
where φ E (π ( e)) π (e) ife ∈ E (114) φ E (a) a for all other steps (115)
Hence CSP synchronisation on alphabet E is defined in terms of basic parallel, with a guarantee (similar to a CCS restriction) that only steps in E may synchronise, and only steps in L−E may interleave, inside a renaming. Events in E that have synchronised are renamed back to normal π (e) steps by the renaming φ E . Thus, the environment cannot determine whether an event is the result of sychronisation or interleaving. 5 Some of the basic communication properties from CSP follow from the above definitions and the atomic algebra. Recalling that CSP's prefixing operator e → c is defined as e ;c, Lemma 33 and Lemma 36 form the basis for proving communication axioms of CSP such as the following, that assume e ∈ E and f ∈ E.
The hiding operator of CSP, c/E, affects program steps, renaming events in E to silent events. This operator may be encoded straightforwardly as a renaming. 
Combining states and events
Specification languages such as Circus [WC02] , PAT [SLD08] and CSP σ [CH09] combine CSP and state. Below we define a simple unified language as an interpretation of our algebra, which we base on combining elements from the earlier definitions, arbitrarily choosing CSP-style synchronisation rather than CCS-style. As for CSP, the set of events, Event, is taken to be the set of CSP events, L, extended with new events e for each CSP event e (excluding ι). The instantiation of the Boolean algebra for program steps is in this case is a set of triples, P( × Event × ). Using this instantiation we may describe program steps in which the event can depend on the initial state, and the final state can depend on both the initial state and the event. The Boolean algebra for environment steps is taken to be Boolean algebra of relations P( × ), so that they can be defined to constrain the state transitions made by concurrent processes, e.g. for t 1 ∈ P( × Event × ) and r 1 , r 2 ∈ P( × ).
Synchronisation on program steps may be straightforwardly defined as below, where t 1 and t 2 are sets of stateevent-state triples.
This definition allows identical program steps to be conjoined if they synchronise on their events. Program steps that don't synchronise on their events must be interleaved. Renaming and restrictions may be defined in this unified language to affect only the event part of the program steps. If we set the event part to Event {ι} then the interpretation collapses to that in Sect. 8, while choosing the state space to be the unit type (with just one element) collapses the definitions to the interpretation in Sect. 9.3.
Related work
Our Synchronous Refinement Algebra (SRA) compares to Concurrent Kleene Algebra (CKA) [HMSW11] in that both extend a sequential algebra to allow for reasoning about parallel composition. Synchronous Kleene Algebra (SKA) [Pri10] is also based on Kleene Algebra but, unlike CKA, it adds tests and a synchronous parallel operator based on that of Milner's SCCS [Mil83] . Both CKA and SKA are based on Kleene algebra and hence only support finite iteration and partial correctness. In comparison, our SRA supports general fixed points and hence recursion and both finite and infinite iteration. The richer structure of DRA contains a sub-lattice of commands below chaos (see Fig. 1 ) that includes assertions (and hence preconditions in the relational interpretation) and assumptions (and hence rely commands), and allows the weak conjunction operator, , to be distinguished from strong conjunction, . All these constructs are needed to faithfully represent rely/guarantee theory.
CKA is also applied to rely/guarantee rules [HMSW11] but they define a Jones-style 5-tuple (as in Sect. 7.6) in terms of two separate refinement conditions, whereas in our approach the existing (single) refinement relation can be used directly. In Jones' theory, a guarantee has to be satisfied only from initial states satisfying the precondition of the program, and further, if its rely condition is broken by the environment, the program can abort. However, in the CKA framework, the guarantee has to always be maintained by the program, irrespective of what the initial state is and how the environment is behaving; that over restricts the set of possible implementations. Our theory faithfully reflects Jones' approach.
Our algebra of atomic steps makes use of a synchronous parallel operator similar to that in SCCS [Mil89] and in SKA [Pri10] but it differs in two main ways:
• instead of atomic actions being separate from commands (as in SCCS and SKA), they are treated as a sub-algebra of commands within SRA and • while both SCCS and SKA explicitly define composition of atomic steps (their × operator), our parallel operator is used directly on atomic steps (because they are commands) and its definition on atomic steps is left open to allow multiple interpretations.
Prensa Nieto has encoded rely-guarantee theory in Isabelle/HOL [Pre03] . Her language disallowed nested parallelism but allowed a multi-way parallel at the top level only, while here nested parallelism is allowed and hence a multi-way parallel can be defined in terms of a binary parallel. Her work made use of a state-based operational semantics and showed the soundness of Hoare-style rely-guarantee quintuple rules with respect to the semantics directly. In comparison, our approach is axiomatically based and to show soundness with respect to a semantics, we need show the axioms hold in the semantic model [CHM16] . Our approach follows the more general refinement calculus style, rather than quintuples, and hence it is easier to develop new laws. It is also more abstract than that of Prensa Nieto and hence more widely applicable.
Conclusion
The main aim of this research is to provide mechanised support for the verification/derivation of concurrent programs. The approach taken is to develop a set of algebraic theories, where we reason about programming operators at an abstract level and then instantiate the theories, perhaps multiple times, to build our overall theory. Just as mathematics has benefited from utilising abstract algebras, such as semi-groups, lattices and Boolean algebras, we also benefit from using these and more programming-specific algebras. While our initial aim was to provide a theory to support relational rely-guarantee concurrency, by focusing on the abstract properties of operators and careful structuring of theories-an iterative process based on feedback from developing the theories-we have come up with a collection of abstract theories, most of which are applicable to other contexts.
The basis of our theory is a Demonic Refinement Algebra (DRA) similar to that of von Wright [vW04] . That gives us a simple program algebra over a complete lattice of commands C with sequential composition. Unlike von Wright, we directly use fixed point operators to define iteration operators, rather than explicitly axiomatising the iteration operators themselves; that allows us to make more general use of recursion. To the DRA we add a Boolean sub-algebra of tests, T , in a manner similar to that of Kozen's Kleene Algebra with Tests (KAT) [Koz97] , and a Boolean sub-algebra of atomic steps, A, following our approach in [HCM + 16].
An innovation in the current paper is to axiomatise an abstract synchronisation operator, ⊗, and prove a set of "synchronisation" laws in the abstract theory. The abstract theory is then instantiated for parallel composition ( ), weak conjunction ( ) and the lattice supremum operator ( ), thus immediately giving a set of synchronisation laws for each of these operators without requiring further proof.
Synchronous refinement algebra 159 The atomic step commands, A, are initially treated without any internal structure other than that imposed by the Boolean algebra and the existence of an identity for the synchronisation operators. Unlike in [HCM + 16] which went directly to a relational interpretation, we then give A more structure by identifying a subset of program steps P and another subset of environment steps E. All atomic steps can be constructed as a non-deterministic choice of program and environment steps. That structure is sufficient for us to define abstract rely and guarantee commands, as well as an abstract version of Morgan's specification command [Mor88] . We can then derive abstract versions of rely-guarantee concurrency laws, including an abstract version of the parallel introduction law (Lemma 29), one of the core laws in the rely-guarantee approach to concurrency. Lemma 29 is a generalisation of the parallel introduction law of Jones in the sense that it applies for any terminating commands satisfying c term c. The version for a relation postcondition specification (97) corresponds to that of Jones but other instances are possible, for example, a specification command using more expressive constraints on the behaviour during execution, such as via the use of possible values notation [JH16] . Exploration of such alternative specifications is a goal of future work.
Because our theory follows the refinement calculus approach of treating precondition assertions, specifications, relies and guarantees as commands, in comparison with using Hoare-style quintuples, it is easier to develop a range of useful lemmas for each construct in isolation as well as for combinations of them. For example, Lemma 29 for introducing parallelism builds on the simpler Lemmas 25, 27 and 28 involving properties of relies and guarantees. It is also simpler to develop new laws, for example, it is straightforward to develop a version of the parallel introduction lemma that includes preconditions.
Only at the final stage do we instantiate our test and atomic steps theories. Firstly, for shared-memory concurrency, where tests form a Boolean algebra over sets of states, and program and environment steps are Boolean algebras over sets of pairs of states, i.e. relations. Secondly, for process algebras tests are instantiated with the Booleans, B, and program atomic steps are instantiated as a Boolean algebra over sets of events. All the laws derived in the abstract theory are applicable to both instantiations. For the process algebra instantiation, by choosing appropriate sets of events and defining how program steps combine via the parallel operator one can encode different process algebras such as CCS/SCCS and CSP. One discovery was that the restriction operator in CCS corresponds to a guarantee (with a set complement because it excludes events).
The theory has been encoded in Isabelle/HOL [NPW02] . The Isabelle encoding is extensive, comprising of 26 theory files with over 350 proven lemmas, and has evolved in unison with the development of our theory. It makes extensive use of Isabelle/HOL locales to axiomatise the operators and structure the theories.
Overall, we think the algebraic approach has succeeded admirably in our quest to mechanise rely-guarantee concurrency but, more than that, it has surprised us with its similarity to synchronous process algebras such as SCCS because shared-memory concurrency and process algebras are traditionally treated as separate approaches to concurrency.
